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The Party press. not only in the Centre but in the states to
ceased to represent the Party and was reduced into organs of ti
faction which had control of the Party machine. The Party pre
abandoned Marxism-Leninism, consistently violated the accept(
policy of the Party, writings and reports in it were one sided ar
factional and ·in the ideological debate only one view-point w;
publicised while suppressing and slandering the other thus makir
any sober and serious discussions of the issues impossible.

What was equally grave was that quite a large section of ti
Party membership on the rolls at the time of the Yijayawac
Congress was being denied the opportunity to renew the
membership on various grounds while at the same time the
were reports that in some places the membership was beir
inflated. Obviously, this could only be to pack a Party Congre
with a majority of their own supporters and thus perpetua

• themselves in the leadership.

Our Efforts at Restoring Party Unity

It was at this stage that the comrades in Andhra ar 
Tamilnad were released-releases had taken place in Kerala 
little earlier. Despite all the slanders that had been heaped c 
them while they were in jail and even after they had come ou 
these comrades without getting provoked considered the ve1 
grave inner-Party situation and formulated certain proposals f1 
restoring Party unity. These proposals were embodied in the no 
Threat to Party Unity-How to Avert it? submitted by seventee

members of the National Council to its session in October 196.

The seventeen comrades confined themselves to solving tt 
problem of urgent and pressing issues which, in their opinio: 
"constitute the first minimum necessary steps in the arduOl 
struggle for achieving inner-Party unity .... " On the ideologic 
differences in the international Communist movement, the 
proposed, "Our Party, as an independent, sovereign unit of tr 
international Communist movement, shall arrive at its ov. 
independent decisions after a full and democratic discussion i 
the entire Party. No question of either 'Pro-Peking' ot 'Pre 
Moscow' shall arise whatever our enemies shout to slander t� 
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r11use of Communism. We should not resort to open criticism and 
utlacks either on the positions of the CPSU or the CPC until our 
Pnrty concludes its inner-Party discussions and arrives at its own 
conclusions." On the India-China border dispute they said,, "We 
)\0t stuck in discussing the differences from time to time and 
ullowed the situation.-to be exploited by all sorts of chauvinistic 
1111d Right reactionary forces in the country to fan the flames of 
hatred against China and do everything possible to prevent the 
l'ormation of the climate for a peaceful and negotiated settlement 
of the dispute .... The most important issue that can bring about a 
radical change in the situation is the peaceful and negotiated 
�cttlement of the Sino-Indian border dispute. Whether we 
�ucceed or not in bringing about a negotiated settlement as 
speedily as we wish it, one thing is certain, that is, the further 
advance of the democratic and revolutionary movement is very 
much dependent upon the systematic and persistent struggle we 
carry on to bring about such a settlement ....... 

"Our Party cannot play any effective role by merely giving 
support to the declared intentions of the Nehru Government for 
peaceful settlement, etc., without mobilising popular opinion 
independently with its main stress on peaceful settlement and for 
u fresh initiative by our Government to that effect while, of
course, taking all necessary steps to strengthen the defence of the
country. To do this, our Party should reorientate its whole agit
prop line and evolve correct slogans of action from time to time,
instead of being swayed by anti-Chinese propaganda of the
rightist forces in the country, as is now often done. The unbridled
critiC:ism of the Chinese Government and the open and
vituperative attacks on them, irrespective of the correctness or
otherwise of their contents, are not conducive to creating a
climate of peaceful negotiations in the country. The increasing
stress on peaceful negotiations and for a fresh initiative to break
the deadlock, by our Party will not only bring about greater unity
among us, but also unite the broadest democratic opinion behind
the slogans of negotiated and speedy settlement of the border
dispute. We should defer the discussion on those aspects that
divide us and concentrate on the pressing and urgent issue of
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date, place and agenda. Regarding the membership on the basi� 
of which the Congress should be held, a proposal was made in 
the Note to the National Council (October, 1963 ). 

-Appoint an agreed commission to conduct the discussion
dnd prepare for the Party Congress. 

-During this period, have agreed understanding on building
· and developing mass movements so that we can go to the masses

with one voice.
"Unless these measures are taken", the ten comrades stated,

''there is no prospect of our Party overcoming the present
crisis and averting further disruption that threatens our Party.
Any continuation of the attitude that since one is in a majority.
one can go ahead and do whatever one wants, any attempt
to mechanically impose discipline in this situation where
we are preparing for a Party Congress, will only lead to
further worsening of the situation which should be
prevented in the interests of not · only our Party but also
of the democratic n:iovement of our country. It is in this spirit
that we are submitting this note and our proposals with the hope
that they will get more serious consideration and a better
response than the earlier note by some of us to the National
Council".

But·this appeal went unheeded, these proposals had the same
fate as the earlier one. With their majority, they rejected the
demand for convening an early Party Congress and t�e proposal
regarding membership which left out nearly 30% of the member
ship transforming their minority in the Party into a majority. They
used µteir majority even to decide the personnel of the Commission
to prepare documents for the Party Congress. Their whole attitude
was such. that it became impossible for Comrade E.M.S. or anyone
of us to participate in the work of the Commission.

It was at this meeting also that the CEC endorsed the l'ine of
the Tamilnad Committee on the municipal elections and though
this endorsement formally mentioned the election tactics for
the general elections worked out by the National Council
at Bangalore, it was really an endorsement of the line of
general united front with the Congress which actually led to
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the rout of the Party in the municipal elections.

At this stage itself. many of us were convinced that Dange

and company were out to disrnpt the Party and would not allow

a democratic verdict at a democratically held Party Congress.

But because of our anxiety. for Party (mity we wanted to go to

the Party Congress and fight there for a democratic verdict. It

was for this that we made the proposal to the CEC. But they

were rejected. Even then we began work for preparing documents

to be placed before the National Council. After preliminary

discussions drafts were prepared on both the ideological questions

and the Party Programme and they were circulated to leading

comrades of our view in all States with the propqsal that they

should be finalised in a meeting in the beginning of April. The

meeting ·in April was not for setting up any rival Pa1ty but to

finalise these documents and as the introduction to these

documents themselves said they were to be submitted to the

National Council after they were finalised. 
It must be acknowledged to the glory of the Party that Party 

comrades throughout this period resisted these anti-Party and 
factional activity of the Dange group. In West Bengal, the POC 
was thornughly isolated and almost all Party units refused to 
accept its authority. Throughout the country, many Party units 
organised mass meetings to be addressed by Comrade A. K. 
Gopalan. Immediately after the National Council took 
disciplinary action against A. K. Gopalan and publicly censured 
him, the Trivandrum comrades organised a grand reception to 
him. Almost every district in Kerala organised grand receptions 
and mass rallies. 

The Dange Letters 
It was in this background that the revelation came about the 

letters which Dange wrote offering his services as an agent to the 
British Government while he was a prisoner after conviction in 
the Kanpur Conspiracy Case. The CURRENT of March 7, 1964 
published the story with the text of the incriminating letter. It is 
a fact that some time earlier a cyclostyled copy of these letters 
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